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I have been asked the following questions several times over the 
course of preparing for “Guys and Dolls” and thought that you might 
enjoy my musings. Hopefully it will prove interesting and help you gain 
insight into this particular show and the inner workings of the University 
of Calgary Operetta Company. 

What prompteD this shoW to be chosen? 

There were several reasons for choosing “Guys and Dolls” this year. 
First, there is flexibility in the cast size to include many cast members 
in this show. We always love to have a large cast that is integral to the 
storyline and this particular show fulfilled this requirement. Secondly, the 
music is classic for both the singers and the pit orchestra. One cannot 
go wrong with tunes such as “Luck be a Lady” and “Sit Down, You’re 
Rockin’ the Boat”!  Finally, the Operetta Company’s mainstage shows 
for the past three years have centred on tragic storylines: “West Side 
Story”, “Miss Saigon” and “Titanic”. To ensure that the cast would not 
mutiny because they were tired of crying at the end of every show, it was 
decided to do a romantic comedy this year! 

Does this siGnify a movinG aWay from traGic fare for 
the company? 

No. UCalgary Operetta Company will return at some point to more 
tragic fare because the performers have proven that they have the ability 
to portray such works with integrity and passion. However, it is not a bad 
thing to have a happy ending every once in a while! 

 
What are some challenGes in proDucinG a less 
contemporary Work like this? 

“Guys and Dolls” is classic musical theatre. Written in 1940’s by Frank 
Loesser, it ran for 1200 performances on Broadway. The tunes are well 
loved and the journey that the characters take is well known to Western 
audience members. Given that this show is so well loved and known, one 
of the challenges was to create a show that is uniquely Operetta. I tried 
to keep the strengths of this company in mind while thinking about how 
audience members would perceive the new blocking and choreography. 

- continueD on paGe 4

DIRECTOR’S NOTEDIRECTOR’S NOTE
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What are the hiGhliGhts about this company anD cast? 

One of the highlights of this company has always been the chorus 
and this year is no exception. Both “Guys” and “Dolls” are doing an 
amazing job of learning intricate choreography for several dances 
along with a number of vocal pieces. For example, “The Crapshooters 
Dance” for the men and “Take Back Your Mink” for the women have 
been wonderfully choreographed by University Dance majors (Jocelyn 
hoover, terra plum, and eden hildebrand) and will be a treat for 
the audience to see. Along with the chorus, the leads of Sky (James 
noonan), Sarah (caitlin karpetz), Nathan (colton Duane), Adelaide 
(madeleine suddaby), Nicely-Nicely (charlie Deagnon), and Benny 
(David fertal) have put their hearts and souls into their characters and it 
is definitely showing both in rehearsals and the performances. All of the 
leads have an understanding of both the era they are portraying and the 
nuances of the characters they are bringing to life. Finally, having a live 
pit orchestra, directed by Wendy J. freeman, means that the singers 
are able to interpret each vocal piece in a unique way which adds to the 
authenticity of their character. 

It has been my pleasure to work with this company on our production 
of “Guys and Dolls”. This cast, pit orchestra, and crew, made up of 
university students, alumni, and community members, brings to the 
production passion and energy for both this story and for the genre of 
musical theatre. The students involved in the show come from a variety 
of faculties including engineering, kinesiology, nursing, commerce, 
psychology and arts. The alumni and community cast members, with 

a plethora of backgrounds, add to the 
richness and depth of the performance 
experience. 

Special thanks to byron redd and 
meredith Johnson who have taken on 
many leadership roles in this company and 
to whom I will actually delegate Operetta 
jobs and decisions. 

enJoy the performance!
Colleen Whidden
artistic Director

DIRECTOR’S NOTEDIRECTOR’S NOTE
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SYNOPSISSYNOPSIS
New York, the city that never sleeps. And within it, all human life. From 

the news seller to the chorus girl, from the gambler to the missionary - all 
of them caught up in the teeming vitality of the city streets.

Sergeant Sarah Brown, of the Save a Soul Mission, vainly trying to 
spread the Word, and make a difference to the sin and depravity of the 
streets, full of tipsters, gamblers and con men. Adelaide, the showgirl, 
desperate to leave behind her seemingly glamorous lifestyle for a white 
picket fence and roses round the door. Nathan Detroit, trying to find 
yet another new location for his floating dice game, keeping just one 
short step ahead of the law. And the gamblers themselves, eager for just 
one more roll, for that winning streak which will keep them ahead of the 
game. And the coolest, highest roller of them all, Sky Masterson, who 
would bet on anything that would turn him a profit. These are some of 
the characters of Damon Runyon’s story.

Nathan Detroit is desperate to find a location for his floating crap 
game. He can use the Biltmore Garage, but only if he can come up 
with a thousand dollars - and quickly. He has to find a bet that he can 
win against Sky Masterson, and succeeds in wagering that Sky cannot 
persuade Sergeant Sarah Brown to fly with him to Havana. Sky realises 
that he has been conned, but won’t give up without trying. He uses his 
considerable charm to convince Sarah that he is a reformed sinner, and 
that he will deliver a dozen sinners to her Mission if she will have dinner 
with him at his favourite restaurant. She reluctantly agrees, without 
realising that the restaurant is in Cuba. 

Adelaide hasn’t given up hope that Nathan has given up his shady 
lifestyle, and that their fourteen year long engagement will soon end in 
wedding bells. However, Nathan shows no signs of any change in his 
mode of employment, and during Sky and Sarah’s absence in Havana, 
organises his game in the Save a Soul Mission itself. To convince the 
local policeman that the gathering of gamblers is entirely legitimate, 
Nathan is forced to announce that he and Adelaide are eloping that 
evening. In Cuba, Sky sees Sarah in a completely different light, and 
despite the undoubted opportunity, the better side of his nature prevails. 
As they return from Havana, the crap game is raided, and Sarah runs 
from Sky, believing herself to have been used in order to get her away 
from the Mission.

Nathan cannot elope and run the crap game, so he lets Adelaide run 
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once more. Sarah’s grandfather Arvide realises that she has fallen in love 
with Sky, but refuses to have anything to do with him. Arvide insists that 
Sky fulfil his promise to deliver twelve sinners to the Mission. At the crap 
game, Nathan offers to pay up on his bet about Sarah and Havana, but 
Sky denies that he took her there. Sky rolls the dice to win the souls of 
the crapshooters, and insists that they keep their promise to attend the 
prayer meeting. 

Adelaide forgives Nathan on condition that they elope, but Nathan 
has the most unbelievable excuse of all - a prior engagement at the 
prayer meeting. At the meeting the gamblers reluctantly confess to their 
previous sins, and Sarah’s mission is saved from closure. All ends happily 
as Nathan and Adelaide marry at the Mission now run by Sergeant Sarah 
and Brother Sky Masterson.
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act i
• “Overture” (Orchestra)

• “Runyonland” (Orchestra)

• “Fugue for Tinhorns” (Nicely, Benny, Rusty)

• “Follow the Fold” (Sarah, Mission Band)

• “The Oldest Established” (Nathan, Nicely, Benny, Guys)

• “I’ll Know” (Sarah, Sky)

• “A Bushel and a Peck” (Miss Adelaide, Hot Box Girls)

• “Adelaide’s Lament” (Miss Adelaide)

• “Guys and Dolls” (Nicely, Benny)

• “Havana” (Orchestra)

• “If I Were a Bell” (Sarah)

• “My Time of Day/I’ve Never Been in Love Before” (Sky, Sarah)

• intermission •

act ii
• “Take Back Your Mink” (Miss Adelaide, Hot Box Girls)

• “Adelaide’s Second Lament” (Miss Adelaide)

• “More I Cannot Wish You” (Arvide)

• “The Crapshooters Dance” (Orchestra)

• “Luck Be a Lady” (Sky, Guys)

• “Sue Me” (Miss Adelaide, Nathan)

• “Sit Down, You’re Rockin’ the Boat” (Nicely, Company)

• “Adelaide Meets Sarah” (Miss Adelaide, Sarah)

• “Marry the Man Today” (Miss Adelaide, Sarah)

• “Happy Ending/Guys and Dolls (Reprise)” (Company)

ACTS, SCENES & MUSICACTS, SCENES & MUSIC
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“““““““Why is it the 
minute you 
dolls get a guy 
you like, you 
take him in for 
alterations?”
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“i always was a 
bad guy, and a 
gambler, but i 
ain’t gonna do 
it no more.  i 
thank you.”

““““i had the spots 
taken off 
for luck, but 
don’t worry, 
i remember 
where the 
spots formerly 
were.”
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““i don’t want 
to spend 
no evening 
in some 
hallelujah 
joint!”
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““““thirty-three 
arrests... 
and no 
convictions.”
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Jeremy de Bergerac
a new musical by joe slabe

(403) 263-0079 | www.fortemusical.ca

January 31 to February 11
joyce doolittle theatre

forte musical theatre guild presents

directed by 
Valerie Ann Pearson

starring 
Hal Kerbes, Roberta Mauer Phillips,  

Adam Schlinker, Eric Wigston and Selina Wong

FMT-0003 Jeremy de Bergerac ad_Guys and Dolls.indd   1 11-12-20   2:48 PM
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Charlie 
Deagnon

Nicely-Nicely 
Johnson

David 
Fertal
Benny 

Southstreet

Darren 
Adams

Rusty Charlie

Caitlin 
Karpetz

Sarah Brown

Greg 
Miller
Arvide 

Abernathy

Jarrett 
Fawdry

Harry the Horse

Colton 
Duane

Nathan Detroit

Aaron Purdy
Angie the Ox/

Master of 
Ceremonies

Madeleine 
Suddaby

Miss Adelaide

James 
Noonan

Sky Masterson

Katie 
Miller
Mimi/ 

Hot Box Doll

Christine 
Horne

Gen. Matilda 
Cartwright

Kevin 
Leitch
Big Jule

Nicholas 
Chamberlain
Lt. Brannigan

Derek 
Dedemus

Joey Biltmore/ 
Guy/Gambler

Shae 
Doyle

Hot Box Doll

Mada 
Wentzel

Hot Box Doll

Ashley 
Hoover

Hot Box Doll

CAST MEMBERSCAST MEMBERS
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Taryn 
Haley

Hot Box Doll

Lauren 
Thompson
Hot Box Doll

Meg 
Martin

Hot Box Doll

Meghan 
McMaster
Hot Box Doll

Jocelyn 
Hoover

Hot Box Doll

Terra 
Plum

Hot Box Doll

Emily 
Bontje

Hot Box Doll

Lauren 
Rodych

Hot Box Doll

Joel 
Tousignant-

Barnes
Guy/Gambler

Oliver 
Ho

Guy/Gambler

Brett 
Thiessen

Guy/Gambler

John 
Whidden

Guy/Gambler

Ralph 
Oballo

Guy/Gambler

Andrew 
Leitch

Guy/Gambler

Richard 
Adams

Guy/Gambler

Chris 
Mahoney

Guy/Gambler

David 
Mottle

Guy/Gambler

Johann 
Wentzel

Save-A-Soul 
Mission Band

CAST MEMBERSCAST MEMBERS
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ORCHESTRAORCHESTRAORCHESTRAORCHESTRAORCHESTRAORCHESTRAORCHESTRA

CAST MEMBERSCAST MEMBERS

Danny 
Li

Save-A-Soul 
Mission Band

Rachel 
Erickson
Agatha - 

Mission Band

Claudia 
Chan

Save-A-Soul 
Mission Band

Isabel 
Chan

Save-A-Soul 
Mission Band

Meg 
Hodgson

Martha - 
Mission Band

Danielle 
Bernardin
Save-A-Soul 
Mission Band

violins
Ryan Jansonius
Soyeon Kim 
Michael Kissinger
Sara Sampson

flutes
Terri Shouldice Rieb *
Lisa Graham
*Denotes Piccolo Player

oboe/ english horn/ 
bassoon
Robin Bunker

clarinet
Joanne Sampson

bass clarinet
Taryn Mader +<
+Denotes Clarinet Player
<Denotes Alto Saxophone Player

alto saxophones
Lisa Bumstead
Dustin Stirling >^
>Denotes Orchestra Manager
^Denotes Percussion Player

tenor saxophones
Josh Burton +
Victoria Scott 
+Denotes Clarinet Player

baritone saxophone
Kayla Koshynsky +
+Denotes Clarinet Player

trumpets
Jonathan Craik
Ian Hartley
Andrew Rodrigues

horns
Jordanna Branham
Jenna Kellas

trombone
Dylan Martin

bass
Stephen Hilton

percussion
Rob Rollingson
Matt Ryan

piano
SiRim Kim
David Morin

conductor  Wendy J. Freeman
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“Action” 
- a chance to gamble in the game of 
craps; a chance to potentially win 
big. 

“MAking A ‘Four’ the 
hArd WAy” 
- to make a point by rolling doubles 
with the dice. 

“doll” 
- lady, New York style. 

“guy” 
- guy, New York style.

“MArker” 
- a written, signed promissory note.

“ScArSdAle gAlAhAd”
 - Scarsdale is perhaps the richest 
suburb in the country.

“the Morning line” 
- is the approximate odds usually 
printed on the program for a horse 
race track.

“lA grippe” 
- synonym for flu or influenza.

“cAnAStA” 
- is a card game, a variation of 
rummy, played with two decks

“eMily poSt” 
- a popular book of etiquette from 
the turn of the century well into  
the 1950s. 

“to FAde” 
- to meet the bet of an opposing 
player in dice.

“Feed-Box noiSe”
- a betting report on a horse. 

“lettuce, potAtoeS, dough” 
- money. 

“Well-heeled” 
- rich, prosperous, and successful. 

“StABBed By A StuddeBAker” 
- a specific sort of car hood 
ornament, popular in the late 1940s. 

“Sheep’S eye” or 
“lickeriSh tooth” 
- to be interested in/have a crush 
on someone.

“A Welcher” 
- one who doesn’t honour a bet, or 
otherwise backs out of a previously 
conceived agreement.

“Whitney colorS” 
- green and white were the colors 
of the Whitney department store 
(which went bankrupt in the 1950s). 

“According to hoyle” 
- writer best known for his works 
on the rules and play of games of 
chance. 

“crApS”
 - a dice game in which the players 
make wagers on dice rolls.

JARGON KEYJARGON KEY
As people and civilizations evolve, so does language. To help our audience members out, 

we’ve decoded some of the phrases used in tonight’s presentation. These phrases were 
popular amongst various social groups of the time period.
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artistic Director
Colleen Whidden

production manager/
assistant Director

Byron Redd

orchestra Director
Wendy J. Freeman

stage manager
Meredith Johnson

assistant stage 
manager

Amanda Chubb-Way

orchestra manager
Dustin Stirling

costume Designer
Frank MacLeod

costume construction
Debbie Davis

Margaret Poisson
Elaine Fischer
Rhonda Perry
Myrna Weiden

Nona Flemming
Barb Myer

Nicole Ogilvie
Sherry Harbaruk

properties master
Meghan Skeet

properties
Elena Kay

Herta Fidler
Debbie Davis

choreography
Jocelyn Hoover

Terra Plum
Eden Hildebrand

fight choreographer
Haysam Kadri

hair & makeup
Keri Gordon

Andrea Lawson

set Design & 
construction

Bill Brown
Sets ‘n Stuff

set painting
Deb Miall

light Design
John Whidden

Byron Redd
Meredith Johnson

light operator
Rosanna Redd
Tauran Wood

sound Design/
operator

Byron Redd

running crew
Kyle Rice

Nathan Turner
Jennifer Turik
Travis Penner

Kyra Thompson
Aleida Whidden
Twila Whidden

rehearsal 
accompanists

SiRim Kim
David Morin
Lynn Calder
Jenn Clark

marketing & 
promotions
Emily Bontje
Kevin Leitch

Joseph Bardsley

offi cial photographer
Ryan Michelsen

www.dimages.ca 

promotions &
playbill Design
Kevin Persaud
www.mrkp.ca

PRODUCTION TEAMPRODUCTION TEAM

“DID YOU SEE AN
AWARD WINNING PERFORMANCE?” 

Vote for us online at 
http://www.calgary-acts.com/nomination.php

Thanks To Our fight & Dance captains 
Aaron, David, Oliver, Meg, Terra, Rachel, Katie & Jocelyn.
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SPECIAL THANKSSPECIAL THANKS
In alphabetical order by first names

Calgary Culture - LiveRush
Calgary Stampede Showband

Cappuccino Musical Theatre
CBC Radio
Dimages Photographic
Dr. William Jordan
DW Von Kuster 
Front Row Centre Players
Gwen McGowan
James Tonkin
Janice McInulty 
Judy Dunsmuir
Julia Wasilewski

Kathleen Renne
Kevin Persaud
Louis Hobson
Mary Lou Mendyk
Michael Purdy
Morpheus Theatre
Reed Francis
Rhonda Mottle
Shaw Cable
Sheila Harland
Steve Robinson
Susan Wong
Tory Doctor
University of Calgary: 
 Drama Department
 Music Department
 Program of Dance
University Theatre Services
Workshop Theatre

Interested in playing a role in an upcoming production with the 
UofC Operetta Company? We’re always on the lookout for musicians,

set and costume designers, staging support and prospective cast 
members for our January and June productions. 

For more information, or to schedule an audition,  
please contact Dr. Colleen Whidden or Byron Redd at 

operetta@ucalgary.ca or 
visit our website at 

www.UCalgaryOperetta.ca

GET INVOLVED IN 
UPCOMING PRODUCTIONS!






